Description for 601, 602, 603, 601/606, 602/606, 603/606 & 605/606 Adjustable Bases:

-Made of high strength welded tubular steel. Tubular steel legs provide a 37” diagonal spread for safety and stability. The legs are made of steel “D” tubing that is 3/4” x 1.5” single D, of 14 gauge, the rest of the base is 12 gauge. Can accommodate top sizes from 34” to 48”. The legs have a full radius edge design to prevent injuries and are low profile (2.25”) to allow for wheelchair footrests.

-The base can accommodate tabletop sizes from 34” to 60”.

-Equipped with self-leveling glides to negate the effects of uneven floors.

-The spider is fabricated of welded steel, with bolt holes carefully placed to match the bolt inserts in the underside of the laminate top or composite top. This spider is hinged and latches in a manor that is self-tightening, so the tabletop is always rigid when horizontal and latched.

-The “Quick Tilt” TM T-bar lever allows the top to be tilted into a vertical position for multipurpose room use, storage and transportability. It is located for staff convenience and has a setscrew to ensure a tight fit always.

-The “Quick Step ”TM Transport systems operates with the touch of the toe, engaging the Tri Caster to provide balance necessary for one person to move the table and not let the legs drag on the floor.

-The base allows unlimited height positions within its range of 5.75” inches. It adjusts 27.5” at it’s lowest to 33.25” at its maximum height.
- The manual crank is designed for “staff-only” operation.

- The 621, 622, 623, 621/606, 622/626 and 623/606 bases are fixed at standard height, 28-1/2”, or wheelchair height, 30”.